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Dear Colleague,

As I look forward, and I am always looking forward, 2018 will be a very 
promising year for research and new clinical applications. Long-established 
disciplines are finding more translational and precision applications, and 
young investigators are invigorated by what the future can hold for better 
health and well-being. 

One of the most exciting areas of endeavor is CRISPR. We have a long-
standing and universally acknowledged reputation for establishing first-to-
market journals in cutting-edge fields, and The CRISPR Journal will begin 
bimonthly publication in 2018. The CRISPR Journal will be part of a program dedicated to CRISPR 
and other gene editing advances – a program that will include journals, books, newsletters, 
webinars, and summits.  

Another important new journal coming soon is Autism in Adulthood. To date, most research, 
treatment, and coping strategies are centered on young children and their families. However, 
the young children are growing up and present new problems, especially as health conditions 
from advancing age also need to be considered. This journal, under the leadership of Christina 
Nicolaidis, MD, MPH, will present the problems and discuss productive strategies in anticipation 
of these needs.

This last bit of news will surprise you. We will publish our first coffee table book,  
John Wolberg: Engineer as Artist. Dr. Wolberg’s work reflects his long experience in the field of 
engineering coupled with a strong use of color, and designs that may remind you of Kandinsky. I 
have been captivated by his talent and his works of art. Dr. Wolberg has published three scholarly 
books previously, and I am thrilled to be publishing this book of his art.

If you did not receive a copy of the CEO Forum, which published an interview with me, it is also 
available on our website. I was delighted to be asked about what led me to begin this company 
and issues that are on my radar, personally and professionally. I hope you’ll read it.

 And always remember

There is a Mary Ann Liebert at Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. And that makes a difference. 

Yours 24/7,

mliebert@liebertpub.com
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2018 Announcements

The CRISPR Journal  
Print ISSN: 2573-1599 • Online ISSN: 2573-1602
Frequency: Bimonthly

The CRISPR Journal, a new peer-reviewed publication, 
is the voice of the rapidly growing CRISPR community, 
publishing groundbreaking multidisciplinary research, 
advances, and commentary on the extraordinary 
technology that gives scientists the power to cure 
disease and sculpt evolution.

Systems Medicine
Online ISSN:  2573-3370
Open Access 
Continuous publication

New Publication

Frequency Increases

New Open Access Title Change

Journal of Caffeine and                
   Adenosine Research (formerly 
Journal of Caffeine Research)
Print ISSN: 2573-3397 
Online ISSN: 2573-3400

Increasing from 6 to 8

Increasing from 4 to 6

Increasing from 4 to 6

Increasing from 8 to 10

Increasing from 6 to 8

Increasing from 4 to 6
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ASSAY and Drug Development Technologies
Bruce Melancon, PhD Vol 16 • 8 issues
This high-impact journal provides comprehensive coverage of cutting-
edge early-stage screening techniques, tools, and applications that 
optimize the identification of novel leads and targets for new drug 
discovery and development. The Journal provides a groundbreaking Drug 
Repurposing, Rescue, and Repositioning section that reflects the rapidly 
developing field dedicated to innovative techniques and tools to identify 
new opportunities and uses for approved drugs.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/adt

BiotechnologyBiotechnology and Regenerative Medicine Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine

Applied In Vitro Toxicology
James M. McKim, PhD, DABT Vol 4 • 4 issues
The groundbreaking journal dedicated to applications of alternative 
in vitro testing methods for predicting adverse effects in the 
pharmaceutical, chemical, and personal care industries. Topics include 
the reduction, refinement, and replacement of animal testing; new 
screening methods; evaluation of new cell and tissue models; and  
the most appropriate methods for assessing safety and satisfying 
regulatory demands. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/aivt

Biopreservation and Biobanking
Jim Vaught, PhD Vol 16 • 6 issues
The leading journal dedicated to the diverse spectrum of biological 
preservation technologies that are critical to progress in the biomedical 
sciences and ensure cell quality and longevity. The Journal provides a 
unifying forum for the fields of biospecimen procurement, processing, 
preservation, and biobanking. The Official Journal of the International 
Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories.  
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/bio

Advances in Wound Care
Chandan K. Sen, PhD Vol 7 • 12 issues
The groundbreaking journal providing a forum for the field  
of tissue injury and repair. The Journal includes up-to-the-minute critical 
information on acute and chronic wound care, rapid dissemination of 
information, translational research, and seminal basic science through 
novel strategies and applications. An Official Publication of the Wound 
Healing Society. 
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/wound
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Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine

GEN (Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News)
John Sterling Vol 38 • 21 issues
GEN (Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News) is the field’s leading 
source for breaking news and analysis of the latest developments in 
life science R&D, from biomarker discovery through drug development, 
biomanufacturing, and commercialization. 

Available on the fully searchable online platform:
• COUNTER 3 compliance
• Unlimited, simultaneous access
• Multiple ways of searching and cross-referencing
• Authenticated mobile access
• 21 issues per year
• Complete archival content: coverage on drug discovery, bioprocessing, 

OMICS, biobusiness, and translational medicine

GEN’s exclusive content includes industry-standard tutorials and 
technical articles in bioprocessing, assays, and drug discovery; feature 
articles on emerging technologies; product roundups and regional 
biofocus articles on biotech hotbeds; as well as reports from key 
scientific and industry meetings. 
 liebertpub.com/gen

Cellular Reprogramming 
Sir Ian Wilmut, OBE, FRS, FRSE Vol 20 • 6 issues
This groundbreaking journal focuses on the latest coverage of two
rapidly growing areas of research with profound implications for human
health and well-being: mammalian cloning and stem cell research. The
Journal covers all aspects of cloning and cellular reprogramming along
with the culture and differentiation of stem cells from all stages of
development from embryo to adult.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/cell

20th
Anniversary

The CRISPR Journal 
 Vol 1 • 6 issues
This new multidisciplinary peer-reviewed publication provides voice 
to the rapidly growing CRISPR community, publishing groundbreaking 
research, advances, and commentary on every aspect of gene editing 
and CRISPR technology, giving scientists the power to cure disease  
and sculpt evolution.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/CRISPR

NEW
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Human Gene Therapy 
Terence R. Flotte, MD  Vol 29 • 22 issues 
Nathalie Cartier, MD, Deputy Editor, Europe  
Thierry VandenDriessche, PhD, Deputy Editor, Europe 
Barry J. Byrne, MD, PhD, Deputy Editor, U.S. 
Mark A. Kay, MD, PhD, Deputy Editor, U.S.  
Guangping Gao, PhD, Human Gene Therapy Editor 
The flagship journal, providing 12 issues of original investigations into 
the transfer and expression of genes and improvements in vector 
development, delivery systems, and animal models. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/hgt

Human Gene Therapy Methods 
Hildegard Büning, PhD, Methods Editor 
Published bimonthly, breaks new ground as the first journal exclusively 
focused on the applications of gene therapy to product testing 
and development, and promotes the development of technological 
advances into therapeutics. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/hgt

Human Gene Therapy Clinical Development 
James M. Wilson, MD, PhD, Clinical Development Editor 
Published quarterly, provides timely data relevant to regulatory review and 
commercial development of cell and gene therapy products. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/hgt

www.liebertpub.com/hum

Human
Gene Therapy

Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine

 
Comprised of three unique parts, Human Gene Therapy is the only journal focusing on the 
human aspect of gene therapy, providing end-to-end coverage of the research driving today’s 
explosion of gene therapy advances. The Official Journal of the European Society of Gene 
and Cell Therapy and eight other international societies.

Genetic Testing and Molecular Biomarkers
Garth D. Ehrlich, PhD, FAAAS  Vol 22 • 12 issues
The definitive journal covering all aspects of genetic testing, providing 
in-depth coverage of the latest technology and groundbreaking research, 
with a special focus on molecular biomarkers. The Journal provides 
a forum for the development of new technology and the application 
of testing to decision-making in an increasingly varied set of clinical 
situations. The Official Journal of Genetic Alliance. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/gtmb
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Industrial Biotechnology
Larry P. Walker, PhD 
Adelheid Kuehnle, PhD Vol 14 • 6 issues
The leading journal focused on industrial and environmental bioproducts 
and biobased processes. Original peer-reviewed research covers the 
science, business, and policy developments of the emerging global 
bioeconomy, bridging basic R&D with later-stage commercialization. The 
Official Journal of BIO’s World Congress on Industrial Biotechnology.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ind

Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine

Nucleic Acid Therapeutics
Bruce A. Sullenger, PhD 
Annemieke Aartsma-Rus, PhD 
Graham C. Parker, PhD  Vol 28 • 6 issues
The leading peer-reviewed journal focused on cutting-edge basic research, 
applications, and drug development using nucleic acids or related 
compounds to alter gene expression for therapeutic purposes. The Journal 
examines new approaches for using or modifying nucleic acids including 
oligonucleotides, gene modification, aptamers, RNA nanoparticles, and 
ribozymes. The Official Journal of the Oligonucleotide Therapeutics Society.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/nat

Rejuvenation Research
Aubrey D.N.J. de Grey, PhD  Vol 21 • 6 issues
The cutting-edge journal covering all aspects of biology relevant to the 
potential extension of the healthy human lifespan, including stem cells, 
cloning, gene therapy, and tissue engineering. The Official Journal of the 
European Society of Preventive, Regenerative and Anti-Aging Medicine 
(ESAAM) and PYRAMED: World Federation & World Virtual Institute of 
Preventive & Regenerative Medicine. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/rej

Stem Cells and Development
Graham C. Parker, PhD  Vol 27 • 24 issues
Noted for its provocative editorial content and balanced coverage of 
the therapeutic applications of stem cells, this influential journal offers 
cutting-edge advances in stem cell research of all tissue types and 
their potential therapeutic applications. Topics include embryogenesis, 
organogenesis, and the role of genetic and epigenetic factors in 
development. An Official Journal of the British Society for Gene and Cell 
Therapy.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/scd
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Biomedical ResearchBiotechnology and Regenerative Medicine

Tissue Engineering 
& Regenerative Medicine 
International Society

The Official Journal of

Tissue 
Engineering
Part B: Reviews

Tissue Engineering 
& Regenerative Medicine 
International Society

The Official Journal of

Tissue 
Engineering
Part C

Tissue Engineering 
Antonios G. Mikos, PhD 
Peter C. Johnson, MD  Vol 24 • 42 issues 
The flagship, providing 24 issues of in-depth coverage on novel 
biomaterials, nanobiotechnology, cell transplantation, polymer 
scaffolding, biohybrid organs, blood substitutes, and much more. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ten

Tissue Engineering, Part B: Reviews 
John P. Fisher, PhD (Part B)  
Published bimonthly, meets the urgent need for high-quality review 
articles and critical discussions, analyses, and concise summaries of 
research to assess where we are now and future directions. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ten

Tissue Engineering, Part C: Methods  
John A. Jansen, DDS, PhD (Part C)  
Published monthly, provides comprehensive coverage of procedures 
and protocols that will be adopted by the tissue engineering 
community as the research is translated into clinical applications. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ten

Tissue Engineering 
& Regenerative Medicine 
International Society

The Official Journal of

Tissue 
Engineering
Part A

Comprised of three unique parts, Tissue Engineering is the premier peer-reviewed journal 
for groundbreaking research, reviews, and methods on all aspects of tissue growth and 
regeneration. Multidisciplinary in scope, the Journal provides broad-ranging coverage of this 
rapidly transforming field that spans bioengineering, stem cell research, government policy, 
and more. The Official Journal of TERMIS.

 
 

Maximize Your Budget with Liebert Journal Collections

Flexible Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. journal collections enable you to fulfill 
the informational needs of your users while providing superior value. 

Complete Collection  •  Core and Specialized Collections  •  Customized Collections

For complete information contact sales@liebertpub.com
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BioResearch Open Access
Robert Lanza, MD Vol 7 • Continuous Publication
A rapid-publication open access forum for a broad range of scientific 
topics including but not limited to molecular and cellular biology, tissue 
engineering and biomaterials, bioengineering, regenerative medicine, 
stem cells, gene therapy, systems biology, genetics, biochemistry, 
virology, microbiology, and neuroscience. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/biores

Biomedical Research

AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses
Thomas Hope, PhD Vol 34 • 12 issues
The leading scientific journal in the field for over 30 years, this core 
resource for researchers in HIV, AIDS, human retroviruses, and their 
associated diseases delivers the latest advances in basic and clinical 
research, covering the virology of human retroviruses using techniques  
of molecular and cell biology, biochemistry, and genetics.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/aid

Antioxidants & Redox Signaling
Chandan K. Sen, PhD Vol 28/29 • 36 issues
The premier journal dedicated to the understanding of how oxygen and 
oxidation-reduction processes regulate biological signal transduction 
and gene expression, and how free radicals may be used for therapeutic 
purposes. ARS includes two unique foci within one journal, ARS 
Discovery and ARS Therapeutics, to provide complete, comprehensive 
coverage on the world of redox-based therapeutics.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/ars

Astrobiology
Sherry L. Cady, PhD Vol 18 • 12 issues
This authoritative journal provides a critical forum for scientists seeking 
to advance our understanding of life’s origin, evolution, and distribution 
in the universe. Astrobiology disseminates the most current findings 
and discoveries emerging from recent interplanetary exploration and 
laboratory- and field-based research programs.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/ast

Biotechnology and Regenerative Medicine
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DNA and Cell Biology
Carol Shoshkes Reiss, PhD Vol 37 • 12 issues
The trusted journal for authoritative reporting on the latest research in 
the fields of molecular and cellular biology. Comprehensive coverage 
includes critical breakthroughs in the areas of gene structure, function, 
and regulation; molecular medicine; cellular organelles; protein 
biosynthesis and degradation; cell-autonomous inflammation and host 
cell response to infection; and more.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/dna

Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research 
Daniele Piomelli, PhD, PharmD Vol 3 • Continuous Publication
The only open access journal dedicated to the scientific, medical, and 
psychosocial exploration of clinical cannabis, cannabinoids, and the 
endocannabinoid system. The Journal publishes a broad range of human 
and animal studies including basic and translational research; clinical 
studies; behavioral, social, and epidemiological issues; and ethical, 
legal, and regulatory controversies. In collaboration with International 
Cannabinoid Research Society and International Association for 
Cannabinoid Medicines. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/can

Cancer Biotherapy and Radiopharmaceuticals
Donald J. Buchsbaum, PhD
Robert K. Oldham, MD   Vol 33 • 10 issues
The premier journal providing cutting-edge research and clinical studies 
in cancer biotherapies, radioimmunotherapies, and emerging cancer 
treatments. Coverage in the Journal includes groundbreaking work on 
monoclonal antibodies, cytokine therapy, cancer gene therapy, cell-based 
therapies, and other forms of immunotherapies.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/cbr

Brain Connectivity
Christopher P. Pawela, PhD 
Bharat B. Biswal, PhD  Vol 8 • 10 issues
This high-impact journal provides critical research from the rapidly 
advancing field of connectivity research at the systems and network 
levels with an emphasis on brain mapping, modeling, and new imaging 
modalities. The Journal focuses on the translation of research 
from the lab to the clinic to recognize and treat a broad range of 
neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders such as Alzheimer’s 
disease, depression, ADHD, PTSD, stroke, depression, and dementia.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/brain

Biomedical Research
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High Altitude Medicine & Biology 
Erik R. Swenson, MD  Vol 19 • 4 issues 
The premier journal dedicated to the latest advances in high altitude life 
sciences. Coverage includes the latest findings on the effects of lung and 
heart disease, appetite and weight loss, pulmonary and cerebral edema, 
hypertension, dehydration, infertility, and other diseases. The Official 
Journal of the International Society for Mountain Medicine. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ham

The Journal of Alternative  
and Complementary Medicine
John Weeks Vol 24 • 12 issues
This authoritative, interdisciplinary journal delivers observational and 
clinical research, scientific reports, and commentary on cutting-edge 
topics in integrative medicine. The Official Journal of the Society for 
Acupuncture Research.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/jacm

Biomedical Research

Journal of Aerosol Medicine  
and Pulmonary Drug Delivery
Gerald C. Smaldone, MD, PhD Vol 31 • 6 issues
The authoritative journal on cutting-edge research and new clinical 
applications for the delivery of medications using aerosols, including 
new drug development and delivery systems, innovative therapies, and 
aerosols as tools for studying basic physiologic phenomena. The Official 
Journal of the International Society for Aerosols in Medicine. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/jamp

STAY CONNECTED 
with Liebert Link
Created for librarians, Liebert Link delivers essential 
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. news quarterly.

Sign up today at  
liebertpub.com/libraries
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Journal of Interferon & Cytokine Research
Ganes C. Sen, PhD 
Thomas A. Hamilton, PhD Vol 38 • 12 issues
The premier journal dedicated to the latest in-depth coverage and 
advances in both the basic science and clinical phases of the cytokine 
network. Topics include genetics and gene expression, antimicrobial 
and antiviral activities, tumor biology, molecular and cellular biology, 
neuroscience, immunodeficiencies, AIDS, and cancer. An Official Journal of 
the International Cytokine & Interferon Society. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/jicr

Journal of Computational Biology
Sorin Istrail, PhD 
Michael S. Waterman, PhD Vol 25 • 12 issues
This essential journal is the go-to resource in the analysis, management, 
and visualization of cellular information at the molecular level. With 
coverage ranging from genomics to parallel biological computing, the 
Journal strikes a balance between in-depth statistical, mathematical, and 
computational analysis and rigorous evaluation of practical applications. 
An Official Journal of the International Conference on Research in 
Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB). Online Only.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/cmb

25th
Anniversary

Biomedical Research

Journal of Caffeine and Adenosine Research
Sergi Ferré, MD, PhD  Vol 8 • 4 issues
This highly specialized journal publishes research dedicated to the most 
commonly used and unregulated psychoactive drug in the world: caffeine. 
The Journal provides a much-needed forum to centralize the debate on 
this drug through important research and clinical studies, with coverage 
focusing on the effects of caffeine on the human body including potential 
dangers, benefits, addiction, and withdrawal.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/jcr

Rigorously peer-reviewed and fully compliant with funder 
mandates, Liebert Open Access journals are an essential 
complement to your subscription collection.

Learn more at liebertopenaccess.com
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Journal of Medicinal Food
Sampath Parthasarathy, MBA, PhD 
Yangha Kim, PhD Vol 21 • 12 issues
This authoritative journal delivers original research on the chemistry and 
biochemistry of the bioactive constituents of food, and substantiates 
their efficacy, safety, and potential uses to promote health and disease 
prevention. The Official Journal of the Korean Society of Food Science and 
Nutrition.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/jmf

Journal of Neurotrauma
John T. Povlishock, PhD 
W. Dalton Dietrich, III, PhD, Deputy Editor Vol 35 • 24 issues
The premier journal exclusively focused on the clinical and laboratory 
investigation of traumatic brain and spinal cord injury. Coverage focuses 
on basic pathobiology of injury while examining ways to improve early 
management, long-term care, and recovery. The Official Journal of the 
National Neurotrauma Society and the International Neurotrauma Society.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/neu

35th
Anniversary

Biomedical Research Biomedical Research

Journal of Ocular Pharmacology and Therapeutics
W. Daniel Stamer, PhD Vol 34 • 10 issues
The premier journal spanning the disciplines of ophthalmology 
and pharmacology to provide basic and clinical research of 
biopharmaceuticals that have the potential to prevent, treat, and/or 
diagnose ocular diseases and disorders. Coverage includes glaucoma, 
cataracts, ocular drug delivery, gene therapy, and more. The Official 
Journal of the Association for Ocular Pharmacology and Therapeutics. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/jop

Lymphatic Research and Biology
Stanley G. Rockson, MD  Vol 16 • 6 issues
This authoritative journal provides an interdisciplinary forum for the 
world’s leading biomedical investigators studying lymphatic biology 
and pathology. The Journal publishes state-of-the-art information on 
vasculogenesis and angiogenesis, the genetics of lymphatic disorders, 
muscle cell biology, interstitial signaling mechanisms, and more. The 
Official Journal of the Lymphatic Education & Research Network. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/lrbNow 6 Issues
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Biomedical Research

Monoclonal Antibodies in Immunodiagnosis  
and Immunotherapy
Zenon Steplewski, MD, PhD  Vol 37 • 6 issues
This authoritative journal presents the latest developments and 
applications of mAbs across all diagnostic and therapeutic areas. 
The Journal advances understanding of immune responses and is 
an essential resource on the use of immunological methods for 
experimental and therapeutic purposes. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/mab

OMICS: A Journal of Integrative Biology
Vural Özdemir, MD, PhD, DABCP  Vol 22 • 12 issues
The premier journal integrating global high-throughput and systems 
approaches to 21st century science from “cell to society,” as seen from 
a post-genomics perspective. The Journal covers all trans-disciplinary 
OMICS-related areas, publishing reports on methods and resources 
underpinning integrative research that includes, but is not limited to, 
bioinformatics, computational biology, and biomedical informatics. 
Online Only.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/omi

Microbial Drug Resistance
Alexander Tomasz, PhD Vol 24 • 10 issues
This comprehensive journal provides a multidisciplinary forum covering 
the mechanisms of antibiotic resistance, the molecular epidemiology 
of drug-resistant pathogens, and the impact of resistance on disease 
and chemotherapy. MDR covers a wide range of disciplines—from the 
molecular biology of resistance mechanisms to drug design, infection 
control, and medical practice. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/mdr

Now 10 Issues

Metabolic Syndrome and Related Disorders
Adrian Vella, MD Vol 16 • 10 issues
The leading journal focusing on the pathophysiology, recognition, and 
treatment of metabolic syndrome. Comprehensive coverage includes 
insulin resistance, central obesity, glucose intolerance, dyslipidemia, 
HDL- and LDL-cholesterol, and hypertension, with special focus on such 
disorders as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, stroke, cancer, and 
fatty liver.  
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/met
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Systems Medicine
H.H.H.W. Schmidt, MD, PhD, PharmD 
Jan Baumbach, PhD Vol 1 • Continuous Publication
The premier open access, peer-reviewed journal focused on 
interdisciplinary approaches to exploiting the power of big data by 
applying systems biology and network medicine. The Journal yields major 
breakthroughs towards mechanism-based re-definitions of diseases 
for high-precision diagnostics and treatments. The Journal collaborates 
with the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) and 
European Association for Systems Medicine (EASyM). Online Only.
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/sysm

Viral Immunology
David L. Woodland, PhD  Vol 31 • 10 issues
The essential journal for virologists, immunologists, microbiologists, 
veterinary researchers, and other professionals who require up-to-date 
information on all aspects of viral immunology. Topics include human and 
animal viral immunology, research and development of viral vaccines, 
viral pathogenesis, viral diagnostics, tumor and cancer immunology, and 
new therapeutics and immunomodulators. 
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/vim

Zebrafish
Stephen C. Ekker, PhD  Vol 15 • 6 issues
The leading journal focusing on the zebrafish and other aquarium species 
as model organisms for the study of vertebrate development, evolution, 
toxicology, and human disease. Coverage includes comparative genomics 
and evolution, genetic analysis of embryogenesis and disease, and new 
methods, tools, and experimental approaches.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/zeb15th

Anniversary

Biomedical Research Biomedical Research

New
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Bariatric Surgical Practice and Patient Care
Edward Lin, DO, MBA, FACS, AGAF  Vol 13 • 4 issues
This critical journal delivers clinical best practices and quality updates for 
achieving optimal bariatric surgical outcomes. Coverage includes quality 
outcomes measurement and reporting; process innovations and care 
delivery; surgical complications; pre-surgical diagnosis and consultation; 
and pre-op, peri-op, and post-op standards of practice.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/bari

Alternative and Complementary Therapies
Robert Rountree, MD Vol 24 • 6 issues
The indispensable journal delivering comprehensive coverage of 
botanicals, vitamins and supplements, acupuncture and Chinese 
medicine, homeopathy, mind-body medicine, yoga, massage therapy, and 
other integrative therapies. Profiles of innovative programs and leading 
clinicians are provided to keep experts up-to-date when evaluating and 
integrating alternative therapies into clinical practice.
 liebertpub.com/act

AIDS Patient Care and STDs
Jeffrey Laurence, MD  Vol 32 • 12 issues
The leading clinical journal for over 30 years, this critical resource 
spans the full spectrum of adult and pediatric HIV disease, diagnosis, 
treatment, prevention, and education. Topics include AIDS medications, 
therapies, and antiretroviral agents; related diseases, infections, and 
complications; challenges of medication adherence; current prevention 
techniques; and more. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/apc

Breastfeeding Medicine
Arthur I. Eidelman, MD Vol 13 • 10 issues
The premier journal providing evidence-based information for 
understanding the complexities and benefits of breastfeeding for mother 
and infant. This indispensable resource covers a wide range of lactation 
medicine topics including epidemiologic and physiologic benefits, 
breastfeeding protocols, and the health risks of artificial feeding. The 
Official Journal of the Academy of Breastfeeding Medicine. Includes 
biweekly companion enewsletter Briefings in Breastfeeding Medicine.
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/bfm

Clinical MedicineClinical Medicine
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Diabetes Technology & Therapeutics
Satish K. Garg, MD Vol 20 • 12 issues
The premier journal providing the latest therapeutic advances and 
technologies to diagnose, monitor, treat, and manage diabetes. 
Comprehensive coverage includes alternate insulin delivery methods, 
continuous glucose monitoring, artificial pancreas, and pharmacologic and 
device development. The Official Journal of the Advanced Technologies 
& Treatments for Diabetes (ATTD) Conference. Includes companion 
enewsletter Diabetes Technology Connection. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/DTT

20th
Anniversary

Clinical OMICs
Chris Anderson Vol 5 • 6 issues
Clinical OMICs delivers expert insights and information about the 
application of genomic and proteomic technologies for use in the clinic 
toward the fulfillment of precision medicine. Clinical OMICs is the go-to 
resource for high-value content on the transfer of omics technologies into 
the clinic and a roadmap on how to navigate the complex informational 
needs of clinicians, and ultimately, patients. 
Trade Magazine  liebertpub.com/clinomi

5th
Anniversary

Childhood Obesity
Tom Baranowski, PhD 
Elsie M. Taveras, MD, MPH, Editor Vol 14 • 8 issues
The only journal providing a central forum for effective obesity prevention 
and management strategies in children and adolescents. Action-oriented 
content includes new weight management initiatives, early intervention 
strategies, nutrition, clinical studies, comorbid conditions, health 
disparities and cultural sensitivity issues, community and public health 
measures, and more.  
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/chi

Now 8 Issues

 Games for Health Journal:  
Research, Development, and Clinical Applications
Tom Baranowski, PhD Vol 7 • 6 issues
The groundbreaking journal dedicated to the development, use, and 
applications of game technology for improving physical and mental health 
and well-being. Coverage includes nutrition, weight management, and 
obesity; disease prevention, self-management, and adherence; cognitive, 
mental, emotional, and behavioral health; and games in home-to-clinic 
telehealth systems.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/g4h

Clinical MedicineClinical Medicine
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Journal of Endourology
Ralph V. Clayman, MD  
Arthur D. Smith, MD Vol 32 • 18 issues
This world-renowned journal showcases the latest minimally invasive 
techniques in the diagnosis, treatment, and surgical management 
of urologic diseases to ensure optimal patient care. The flagship 
journal and online videojournal are dedicated to the closed, controlled 
manipulation of the urinary tract. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/end

Videourology™
Chandru Sundaram, MD  
Delivers high-definition videos that enable physicians to see 
and evaluate new surgical and microinvasive techniques and 
apply them to their surgical practice. Videos can be easily 
searched, viewed online, and downloaded for use on a tablet 
or other mobile device, allowing on-the-spot access. Selected 
videos are included in the AUA core curriculum. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/end

Journal of Endourology and Videourology are the leading peer-reviewed journal and 
innovative videojournal companion covering all aspects of minimally invasive urology research, 
applications, and clinical outcomes. The Official Journal of the Endourological Society.

Journal of Child and Adolescent Psychopharmacology 
Developmental Psychopathology and Therapeutics
Harold S. Koplewicz, MD  
Ron Steingard, MD Vol 28 • 10 issues
The leading journal covering the clinical and biological aspects of treating 
children and adolescents with psychotropic medications. Coverage 
includes pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment strategies, 
etiological aspects of psychopathology, pharmacogenomics of psychiatric 
medications, and developmental psychopathology and therapeutics.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/JCAP

Journal of Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology
Leonard S. Sender, MD Vol 7 • 6 issues
The leading journal dedicated to improving adolescent and young adult 
cancer care, management, and outcomes through interdisciplinary 
research, education, communication, and collaboration between 
healthcare professionals. The Official Journal of the Society for 
Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology (SAYAO) and Teenage Cancer Trust. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/JAYAONow 6 Issues

Clinical Medicine
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Journal of Endourology Case Reports 
Ralph V. Clayman, MD  
Arthur D. Smith, MD Vol 3 • Continuous Publication 
The open access forum for sharing clinically interesting and educational 
case reports on the treatment and surgical management of urologic 
diseases, including controversial cases and novel use of technology. A 
sister journal to Journal of Endourology, JE Case Reports provides rapid 
peer review and publication and wide dissemination to urologists, fellows, 
residents, and trainees around the globe. The Official Journal of the 
Endourological Society. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/cren

Journal of Gynecologic Surgery
Michael S. Baggish, MD Vol 34 • 6 issues
The authoritative journal publishing articles dealing with all aspects 
of operative gynecology, with a focus on the latest minimally invasive 
surgical techniques. Coverage includes colposcopy, hysteroscopy, 
laparoscopy, laser surgery, conventional surgery, female urology, 
microsurgery, in vitro fertilization, and infectious diseases. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/gyn

Clinical Medicine

Videoscopy™
Fredrick Brody, MD, FACS, MBA
Matthew S. Clifton, MD
Delivers high-definition videos that enable physicians to see and 
evaluate new surgical and microinvasive techniques and apply 
them to their surgical practice. Videos can be easily searched, 
viewed online, and downloaded for use on a tablet or other mobile 
device, allowing on-the-spot access. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/JLAST 

Journal of Laparoendoscopic & Advanced  
Surgical Techniques 
P. Marco Fisichella, MD, MBA, FACS Vol 28 • 18 issues
The leading peer-reviewed journal for practicing surgeons who 
need to keep up with the latest thinking and advanced surgical 
technologies in laparoscopy, endoscopy, NOTES, and robotics.  
This exceptional resource is ideally suited for surgeons who are 
early adopters of new technology and techniques in minimally 
invasive surgery.  
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/JLAST

Journal of Laparoendoscopic & Advanced Surgical Techniques and Videoscopy are the 
leading peer-reviewed journal and videojournal companion dedicated to innovations and 
advancements in minimally invasive surgery through single-incision techniques and NOTES. 
The Official Journal of the International Pediatric Endosurgery Group.
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Journal of Women’s Health
Susan G. Kornstein, MD Vol 27 • 12 issues
This authoritative journal is the leading source of information for meeting 
the unique challenges of providing optimal health care for women. Coverage 
includes the latest advances in diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, as 
well as innovative research in gender-based biology. The Official Journal 
of the Academy of Women’s Health and the Society for Women’s Health 
Research. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/jwh

LGBT Health
William Byne, MD, PhD Vol 5 • 8 issues
Spanning a broad array of disciplines, this groundbreaking journal 
facilitates and supports the efforts of researchers, clinicians, academics, 
and policymakers to improve health status and healthcare delivery for all 
members of the LGBT community and other sexual or gender minorities. 
The Journal promotes greater awareness of the health concerns 
particular to each sexual minority population and focuses on availability 
and delivery of culturally competent healthcare services.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/lgbt

5th
Anniversary

Now 8 Issues

Clinical Medicine

Journal of Palliative Medicine
Charles F. von Gunten, MD, PhD Vol 21 • 12 issues
The foremost journal covering medical, psychosocial, policy, and 
legal issues in end-of-life care and relief of suffering for patients with 
intractable pain. The Official Journal of the Center to Advance Palliative 
Care, the Australian and New Zealand Society of Palliative Medicine, and 
the Canadian Society of Palliative Care Physicians; and an Official Journal 
of the Hospice and Palliative Nurses Association and the Japanese 
Society for Palliative Medicine. Includes biweekly companion enewsletter 
Briefings in Palliative Medicine.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/jpm

Journal of Pancreatic Cancer
Charles J. Yeo, MD, FACS Vol 4 • Continuous Publication
The only peer-reviewed open access journal focused soley on pancreatic 
cancer. The Journal publishes authoritative international articles covering 
the clinical, translational and basic science of malignancies of the 
pancreas and the peripancreatic region. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/crpc
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Medical Acupuncture
Richard C. Niemtzow, MD, PhD, MPH Vol 30  • 6 issues
This essential journal delivers authoritative, evidence-based clinical 
papers, case reports, and research findings on integrating concepts from 
traditional and modern forms of acupuncture with allopathic medicine. 
The Official Journal of the American Academy of Medical Acupuncture.  
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/acu

30th
Anniversary

Clinical Medicine

Pediatric Allergy, Immunology, and Pulmonology
Mary Cataletto, MD, MMM Vol 31 • 4 issues
The authoritative journal dedicated to the latest advances in the 
treatment and management of both common and rare respiratory, 
immunologic, and pulmonologic conditions in children, including asthma 
and allergies. The Journal explores the developmental implications of 
the morphological, physiological, pharmacological, and sociological 
components of these health issues.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ped

Photomedicine and Laser Surgery
Raymond J. Lanzafame, MD, MBA, FACS 
Heidi Abrahamse, PhD Vol 36 • 12 issues
The authoritative journal providing the latest cutting-edge techniques, 
research, and therapeutic applications in photobiology, low-level laser 
therapy (LLLT), and laser medicine and surgery. The Official Journal  
of the World Association for Laser Therapy and the North American 
Association for Laser Therapy and An Official Journal of World Federation  
for Laser Dentistry. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/pho

Surgical Infections
Donald E. Fry, MD Vol 19 • 8 issues
The premier journal focused on the prevention and treatment of surgical 
infections and sepsis, as well as the development of new pharmaceuticals 
and treatments. The Official Journal of the Surgical Infection Society, 
Surgical Infection Society-Europe, Surgical Infection Society-Latin America, 
and the Chinese Society of Surgical Infection and Intensive Care.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/sur
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Telemedicine and e-Health
Ronald C. Merrell, MD 
Charles R. Doarn, MBA Vol 24 • 12 issues
The groundbreaking journal covering all aspects of clinical telemedicine 
applications and their critical role in health care, especially remote 
patient monitoring. An Official Journal of the American Telemedicine 
Association, Canadian Telehealth Forum of COACH, and International 
Society for Telemedicine & eHealth. 
Peer-reviewed   liebertpub.com/tmj

Therapeutic Hypothermia  
and Temperature Management
W. Dalton Dietrich, III, PhD Vol 8 • 4 issues
The cutting-edge journal exploring all aspects of this innovative 
new technology for critical care situations. The Journal provides a 
multidisciplinary forum to ensure that therapeutic hypothermia is well 
understood and used to improve patient outcomes in cardiac arrest, 
traumatic brain and spinal cord injury, stroke, myocardial ischemia, and 
other emergency events.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ther

Transgender Health
Robert Garofalo, MD, MPH Vol 3 • Continuous Publication
The only open access journal delivering authoritative research and 
clinical studies exclusively focused on meeting the healthcare needs of 
transgender individuals throughout the lifespan. The Journal identifies 
and addresses gaps in current knowledge as well as priority areas where 
policy development and research are needed to achieve healthcare 
equity. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/trgh

Clinical Medicine
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Clinical MedicineClinical Medicine

Thyroid 
Peter A. Kopp, MD Vol 28 • 28 issues
The premier journal for original articles, patient-focused reports, 
and translational research on thyroid cancer and all thyroid-related 
diseases. The Journal delivers the latest findings on topics from 
primary care to clinical application, and is the exclusive source for 
the authoritative and updated American Thyroid Association (ATA) 
Guidelines for Managing Thyroid Disease. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/thy

Clinical Thyroidology®
Jerome M. Hershman, MD 

The highly valued monthly abstract and commentary publication 
providing a broad-ranging look at the clinical thyroid literature. Experts 
in the field summarize the most cutting-edge articles that clinicians 
should know about and provide insight into the relevance and impact 
of each article on patient care. Online Only.

 liebertpub.com/thy

VideoEndocrinology™
William Inabnet, MD 

The essential resource delivering high-definition videos of 
cutting-edge surgical and diagnostic imaging techniques and 
technologies for treating thyroid, parathyroid, pancreatic, 
pituitary, and adrenal tumors and diseases, with minimally 
invasive, robotic, and open surgical procedures. Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/thy

Thyroid, Clinical Thyroidology, and VideoEndocrinology are the definitive peer-reviewed 
journal package in thyroid disease, care, and research, providing multidisciplinary original 
research, reviews and commentary, and an innovative videojournal companion covering new 
surgical and diagnostic imaging techniques and technologies. The Official Journal of the 
American Thyroid Association.

Rigorously peer-reviewed and fully compliant with funder 
mandates, Liebert Open Access journals are an essential 
complement to your subscription collection.

Learn more at liebertopenaccess.com
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3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing
Skylar Tibbits Vol 5 • 4 issues
This innovative journal provides a forum for world-class research in 
additive manufacturing and related technologies, exploring emerging 
challenges and opportunities ranging from new simulation and design 
tools, to informative applications and case studies. The Journal addresses 
the important questions surrounding this powerful and growing field, 
including issues in policy and law, data standards, environmental impact, 
and more. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/3DP

Big Data
Vasant Dhar, PhD Vol 6 • 4 issues
The groundbreaking journal dedicated to facilitating academic and 
professional discussions of working with big data in any discipline. The 
Journal provides a forum for exploring the challenges and opportunities in 
collecting, analyzing, and disseminating vast amounts of data, including 
data science, big data infrastructure and analytics, and pervasive 
computing.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/big

New Space
Scott Hubbard Vol 6 • 4 issues
The premier journal dedicated to new space innovation, this 
groundbreaking publication facilitates the emerging multidisciplinary 
opportunities for space-based collaborations of industry, academia, 
and government agencies. The Journal is the forum in which new space-
based technologies and initiatives are discovered, identified, and applied. 
The Official Journal of The Center of Excellence for Commercial Space 
Transportation.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/space

Soft Robotics
Barry Trimmer, PhD Vol 5 • 6 issues
The #1 robotics journal, dedicated to the science and engineering of soft 
materials in mobile machines. Multidisciplinary in scope, the Journal 
provides vital information on applications and advancements of soft 
robotics for a range of purposes, including surgery, assistive healthcare 
devices, search and rescue in emergency situations, space instrument 
repair, mine detection, and more.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/SoRo

Technology and Engineering

5th
Anniversary

5th
Anniversary

Now 6 Issues
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Technology and Engineering

Environmental Engineering Science
Domenico Grasso, PhD, PE (Quondam), DEE Vol 35 • 12 issues
The leading journal providing innovative solutions to environmental 
challenges. The Journal features applications of cutting-edge 
environmental engineering and scientific discoveries, policy issues, 
environmental economics, and sustainable development. The Official 
Journal of the Association of Environmental Engineering & Science 
Professors. Online Only.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/ees

Ecopsychology
Peter H. Kahn, Jr., PhD Vol 10 • 4 issues
This essential journal reshapes modern psychology by showing that it 
cannot stand apart from an intimate human connection with the natural 
environment. Against this backdrop, the Journal publishes original 
scientific research articles, as well as theoretical papers, case studies, 
nature writing, and reviews of important books and other media.  
Online Only.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/eco 
 

Sustainability: The Journal of Record
Jamie Devereaux Vol 11 • 6 issues
This essential journal provides a forum to foster collaboration between 
sustainability managers, educators, corporate executives, administrators, 
policy makers, and technology innovators who have the mandate to 
address and move forward the imperatives of the preservation and 
sustainability of global resources. In collaboration with the Association 
for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE).
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/sus

Environmental Justice
Sylvia Hood Washington, PhD, MSE, MPH Vol 11 • 6 issues
This critical journal explores the equitable treatment of all people, 
especially minority and low-income populations, with respect to the 
development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, 
regulations, and policies. The Journal focuses on the interdisciplinary 
study of environmental threats to public health from the following 
perspectives: history, sociology, economics, public health, law, urban 
planning, public policy, grassroot groups and NGOs, environmental 
engineering, and environmental science.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/env

35th
Anniversary

Environmental Studies

10th
Anniversary
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Cyberpsychology, Behavior, and Social Networking 
Brenda K. Wiederhold, PhD, MBA, BCB, BCN Vol 21 • 12 issues
The must-read journal dedicated to the effects and impact of interactive 
technologies, the Internet, social networking sites, multimedia, and 
virtual reality on human behavior and society. The Official Journal of the 
International Association of CyberPsychology, Training & Rehabilitation 
(iACToR).
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/cyber

Foodborne Pathogens and Disease  
Stephen P. Oliver, PhD Vol 15 • 12 issues
The premier journal providing cutting-edge information on an array of 
issues “from farm to fork” that directly impact food safety. Topics include 
emerging pathogens; agroterrorism; the safety of organically grown and 
genetically modified foods; and strategies to rapidly detect, destroy, or 
control foodborne pathogens in food production and processing.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/fpd

Health Equity
Ana E. Núñez, MD Vol 2 • Continuous Publication
The leading open access journal that meets the urgent need for 
authoritative information about health disparities and health equity among 
vulnerable populations. Coverage ranges from translational research to 
prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and management of disease and illness 
toward the goal of optimal outcomes and ultimately health equity for all. 
Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/heq

Health Security
Thomas V. Inglesby, MD Vol 16 • 6 issues
The critical journal providing research and essential guidance for the 
protection of people’s health after epidemics or disasters and for ensuring 
that communities are resilient to major challenges. The Journal explores 
the issues posed by disease outbreaks and epidemics; natural disasters; 
biological, chemical, and nuclear accidents or deliberate threats; 
foodborne outbreaks; and other health emergencies.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/hs

Public Health, Policy, and Psychology Public Health, Policy, and Psychology

15th
Anniversary
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Population Health Management
David B. Nash, MD, MBA Vol 21 • 6 issues
This authoritative journal delivers a comprehensive, integrated approach 
to the field of population health and provides essential information for 
improving the systems and policies that affect healthcare quality, access, 
and outcomes. The Official Journal of the Population Health Alliance. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/pop

Vector-Borne and Zoonotic Diseases
Stephen Higgs, PhD, FRES, FASTMH Vol 18 • 12 issues
The authoritative journal dedicated to the transmission, diagnosis, 
management, and prevention of diseases transmitted to humans by 
invertebrate vectors and non-human vertebrates. This essential resource 
covers a widespread group of diseases, including bacterial, chlamydial, 
rickettsial, viral, and parasitic zoonoses. The Official Journal of SocZEE - 
Society for Zoonotic Ecology and Epidemiology. 
Peer-reviewed     liebertpub.com/vbz

Violence and Gender
Mary Ellen O’Toole, PhD  Vol 5 • 4 issues
The critical journal focusing on the role of gender in the understanding, 
prediction, and prevention of acts of violence. This vital resource 
provides a forum for the examination of biological, genetic, behavioral, 
psychological, racial, ethnic, and cultural factors as they relate to the 
gender of perpetrators of violence, and explores the difficult issues that 
are vital to threat assessment and the prevention of violence. The Official 
Journal of the Avielle Foundation.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/vio

 Healthcare Transformation  
Stephen K. Klasko, MD, MBA Vol 3 • Continuous Publication 
The breakthrough open access journal delivering leading-edge research, 
interviews, data, and information that pushes the boundaries of existing 
healthcare systems and transforms the future of human health. The 
publication is the first destination for industry leaders to share their vision 
for the future of health care, debate current models, and foster 
communication and collaboration to improve patient care across the globe. 
Online Only. 
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/heat

Public Health and Policy

5th
Anniversary

Public Health, Policy, and Psychology
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Public Health and PolicyLaw, Regulation, and Education

Election Law Journal:  
Rules, Politics, and Policy
David Canon  Vol 17 • 4 issues
The authoritative journal offering timely perspectives on election reform 
and design from top scholars and experts in the legal and political science 
fields. The Journal is an essential resource for election officials, campaign 
fundraisers, political consultants, political science faculty,  
and election law and policy researchers.
Peer-reviewed  liebertpub.com/elj

Gaming Law Review:  
Economics, Regulation, Compliance & Policy  
Sue Schneider Vol 22 • 10 issues
The authoritative journal providing comprehensive coverage of the 
latest developments in legislative, regulatory, and judicial decisions 
affecting land-based, Internet, and wireless gaming at both the state and 
federal levels in the U.S., Native American territories, and more than 75 
countries. The Official Legal Publication of the International Masters of 
Gaming Law.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/glr

Planned Giving Today
Tom Cullinan Vol 29 • 12 issues
The premier monthly resource serving the planned giving community, 
connecting readers to leading professionals in the field. The Publication 
provides practical, educational information about current issues in the 
field, fresh marketing ideas, and valuable insights. Visit our website for 
our full array of planned giving tools and resources.
 liebertpub.com/pgt

Biotechnology Law Report
Christopher M. Holman Vol 37 • 6 issues
The essential resource for attorneys, regulatory professionals, 
researchers, and information specialists, this journal provides a 
quick, efficient way to find authoritative, up-to-date information on 
legal, patent, technology transfer, and regulatory decisions pertaining 
to biotechnology and its development. Each issue contains in-depth 
discussion of all aspects of biotechnology law by leading national and 
international experts.
Peer-reviewed liebertpub.com/blr
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Print ISSN Online ISSN Vol Issue Journal Title Page

2329-7662 2329-7670 5 4 3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing 24

2162-1918 2162-1934 7 12 Advances in Wound Care 4

1087-2914 1557-7449 32 12 AIDS Patient Care and STDs 16

0889-2229 1931-8405 34 12 AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses 9

1076-2809 1557-9085 24 6 Alternative and Complementary Therapies 16

1523-0864 1557-7716 28/29 36 Antioxidants & Redox Signaling 9

2332-1512 2332-1539 4 4 Applied In Vitro Toxicology 4

1540-658X 1557-8127 16 8 ASSAY and Drug Development Technologies 4

1531-1074 1557-8070 18 12 Astrobiology 9

2168-023X 2168-0248 13 4 Bariatric Surgical Practice and Patient Care 16

2167-6461 2167-647X 6 4 Big Data 24

1947-5535 1947-5543 16 6 Biopreservation and Biobanking 4

n/a 2164-7860 7 Cont BioResearch Open Access 9

0730-031X 1557-8704 37 6 Biotechnology Law Report 28

2158-0014 2158-0022 8 10 Brain Connectivity 10

1556-8253 1556-8342 13 10 Breastfeeding Medicine 16

1084-9785 1557-8852 33 10 Cancer Biotherapy and Radiopharmaceuticals 10

n/a 2378-8763 3 Cont Cannabis and Cannabinoid Research 10

2152-4971 2152-4998 20 6 Cellular Reprogramming 5

2153-2168 2153-2176 14 8 Childhood Obesity 17

n/a 2334-1351 5 6 Clinical OMICs 17

2573-1599 2573-1602 1 6 The CRISPR Journal 5

2152-2715 2152-2723 21 12 Cyberpsychology, Behavior, and Social Networking 26

1520-9156 1557-8593 20 12 Diabetes Technology & Therapeutics 17

1044-5498 1557-7430 37 12 DNA and Cell Biology 10

n/a 1942-9347 10 4 Ecopsychology 25

1533-1296 1557-8062 17 4 Election Law Journal 28

n/a 1557-9018 35 12 Environmental Engineering Science 25

1939-4071 1937-5174 11 6 Environmental Justice 25

1535-3141 1556-7125 15 12 Foodborne Pathogens and Disease 26

2161-783X 2161-7856 7 6 Games for Health Journal 17

2572-5300 2572-5327 22 10 Gaming Law Review 28

1935-472X 1937-8661 38 21 GEN (Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News) 5

1945-0265 1945-0257 22 12 Genetic Testing and Molecular Biomarkers 6

n/a 2473-1242 2 Cont Health Equity 26

2326-5094 2326-5108 16 6 Health Security 26

n/a 2379-9900 3 Cont Healthcare Transformation 27

n/a 1557-8682 19 4 High Altitude Medicine & Biology 11

1043-0342 1557-7422 29 22 Human Gene Therapy, HGT Methods, and HGT Clinical Development 6

1550-9087 1931-8421 14 6 Industrial Biotechnology 7

2156-5333 2156-535X 7 6 Journal of Adolescent and Young Adult Oncology 18

1941-2711 1941-2703 31 6 Journal of Aerosol Medicine and Pulmonary Drug Delivery 11

1075-5535 1557-7708 24 12 The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine 11
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Print ISSN Online ISSN Vol Issue Journal Title Page

2573-3397 2573-3400 8 4 Journal of Caffeine and Adenosine Research 12

1044-5463 1557-8992 28 10 Journal of Child and Adolescent Psychopharmacology 18

1066-5277 1557-8666 25 12 Journal of Computational Biology 12

2152-4920 2152-4939 32 18 Journal of Endourology and Videourology™ 18

n/a 2379-9889 4 Cont Journal of Endourology Case Reports 19

1042-4067 1557-7724 34 6 Journal of Gynecologic Surgery 19

1079-9907 1557-7465 38 12 Journal of Interferon & Cytokine Research 12

1092-6429 1557-9034 28 18 Journal of Laparoendoscopic & Advanced Surgical Techniques  
and Videoscopy™ 19

1096-620X 1557-7600 21 12 Journal of Medicinal Food 13

0897-7151 1557-9042 35 24 Journal of Neurotrauma 13

1080-7683 1557-7732 34 10 Journal of Ocular Pharmacology and Therapeutics 13

1096-6218 1557-7740 21 12 Journal of Palliative Medicine 20

n/a 2475-3246 4 Cont Journal of Pancreatic Cancer 20

1540-9996 1931-843X 27 12 Journal of Women’s Health 20

2325-8292 2325-8306 5 8 LGBT Health 20

1539-6851 1557-8585 16 6 Lymphatic Research and Biology 13

1933-6586 1933-6594 30 6 Medical Acupuncture 21

1540-4196 1557-8518 16 10 Metabolic Syndrome and Related Disorders 14

1076-6294 1931-8448 24 10 Microbial Drug Resistance 14

n/a 2167-9436 37 6 Monoclonal Antibodies in Immunodiagnosis and Immunotherapy 14

2168-0256 2168-0264 6 4 New Space 24

2159-3337 2159-3345 28 6 Nucleic Acid Therapeutics 7

1536-2310 1557-8100 22 12 OMICS: A Journal of Integrative Biology 14

2151-321X 2151-3228 31 4 Pediatric Allergy, Immunology, and Pulmonology 21

1549-5418 1557-8550 36 12 Photomedicine and Laser Surgery 21

1052-4770 1937-4860 29 12 Planned Giving Today 28

1942-7891 1942-7905 21 6 Population Health Management 27

1549-1684 1557-8577 21 6 Rejuvenation Research 7

2169-5172 2169-5180 5 6 Soft Robotics 24

1547-3287 1557-8534 27 24 Stem Cells and Development 7

1096-2964 1557-8674 19 8 Surgical Infections 21

1937-0695 1937-0709 11 6 Sustainability: The Journal of Record 25

2573-3370 1 Cont Systems Medicine 15

1530-5627 1556-3669 24 12 Telemedicine and e-Health 22

2153-7658 2153-7933 8 4 Therapeutic Hypothermia and Temperature Management 22

1050-7256 1557-9077 28 28 Thyroid Journal Program 23

2152-4947 2152-4955 24 42 Tissue Engineering, Parts A, B, & C 8

n/a 2380-193X 3 Cont Transgender Health 22

1530-3667 1557-7759 18 12 Vector-Borne and Zoonotic Diseases 27

2326-7836 2326-7852 5 4 Violence and Gender 27

0882-8245 1557-8976 31 10 Viral Immunology 15

1545-8547 1557-8542 15 6 Zebrafish 15
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